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Introduction
The United States is the largest consumer of oil in the world.1 At nineteen million barrels
per day, we require twice as much oil as any other country for our nation’s day-to-day activities.2
The U.S. imports about half of its oil, most of which comes from five countries: Canada (25%),
Saudi Arabia (12%), Nigeria (11%), Venezuela (10%), and Mexico (9%).3 It should not come as
a surprise then, that there is a constant debate in Washington about the sources of our energy.
Part of the debate surrounds the construction of the highly controversial Keystone XL pipeline.
TransCanada, a Canadian oil and gas company, is proposing to build a 1,700-mile crude oil
pipeline from Hardisty, Alberta, to the Gulf Coast of Texas.4 If built, the pipeline would carry up
to 830,000 barrels of tar sands oil from Fort McMurray, Alberta. The project would cost an
estimated $7 billion to build.5 Proponents of the pipeline assert that Canada is a friendly
neighbor and can ensure a reliable supply of oil.6 They say the pipeline will create jobs and raise
millions of dollars in tax revenue for states along the route.7 Opponents point to the
environmental impact of Canada’s tar sands, and threats to landowners and ecosystems along the
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route.8 The construction of this controversial pipeline could have a long-lasting effect on how
the nation sources and uses its energy.9
I.

Canadian Tar Sands
Tar sands oil, or bitumen, is currently a hot topic among environmental groups and others

opposed to the Keystone XL project. The tar sands are found in an area approximately the size
of Florida under the Boreal Forest of Alberta, Canada.10 Extraction of tar sands oil is very
energy-intensive.11 The Boreal Forest must be clear cut in order to get at the oil underneath.12
The forest is an important carbon sink, as well as a fragile ecosystem home to caribou and
migratory birds.13 Tar sands extraction has an impact on the forest’s ability to absorb carbon out
of the atmosphere and its ability to sustain important species.14 Additionally, excavation requires
thousands of gallons of water to separate the bitumen (heavy crude oil) from the sand.15 This
mining process leaves behind toxic tailings ponds, the size of small lakes, that consist of the
water used to separate the oil contaminated with the toxic chemicals that are the byproducts of
the extraction process.16 Extraction of this oil is approximately three times more carbon intensive
per barrel than conventional oil.17
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Mining of tar sands oil also threatens the indigenous communities that depend on the
Athabasca River for their way of life. Higher incidence of cancer, high mercury levels in the
food and water they rely on, and other health impacts have been reported in the communities
downstream of the tar sands.18 As a result, these communities have asked the Canadian
government for a moratorium on tar sands development until proper land management planning
can be implemented.19
II.

Keystone XL Pipeline
Keystone XL is not the first pipeline to bring tar sands oil into the U.S. There are already

two operating pipelines that bring bitumen from Alberta to the Midwest.20 TransCanada’s
Keystone I pipeline has a capacity of nearly 600,000 barrels a day, and Enbridge’s Alberta
Clipper has a capacity of 800,000 bpd.21 In 2010, the last year for which full data is available,
the U.S. imported approximately 2.5 million barrels of oil a day from Canada—approximately
25% of our daily imports.22 As tar sands extraction grows, this heavy crude oil will become an
increasing part of the Canadian oil export mix (and our import mix).23 Pipelines like Keystone
XL can facilitate the growth of the tar sands by providing an export market.24 When we commit
to importing fossil fuels, we inevitably must develop and maintain the infrastructure to support it.
Once this is created, abandoning it makes little economic sense, thereby making a transition
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away from carbon-intensive fossil fuels nearly impossible.25 Moreover, once the pipeline
guarantees a way to transport tar sands oil to the U.S., oil companies seeking to expand tar sands
extraction will have a guaranteed market in the U.S., in addition to access to ports for export
abroad.26 Keystone XL threatens to lock the U.S. into dependence on tar sands.27
The Keystone XL pipeline will cross the Ogallala Aquifer, an important source of water
for Midwest farmers.28 A recent joint report by the Natural Resources Defense Council, National
Wildlife Federation, Pipeline Safety Trust, and Sierra Club indicates that diluted bitumen—the
raw form of tar sands—is more corrosive to pipelines than conventional crude oil.29 This finding
has raised concern among environmentalists about the probability of a spill from this type of
pipeline and its potential effects on the fragile ecosystems it passes through.30 In 2010, a pipeline
operated by another Canadian oil company, Enbridge, spilled 840,000 gallons of tar sands oil
into the Kalamazoo River.31 The spill still has not been fully cleaned up, and sections of the river
remain closed.32 A spill of this magnitude could put the Ogallala aquifer at risk and affect
farmers and those that rely on the aquifer for their water supply.33
III.

The Permitting Process
TransCanada applied for a Presidential permit to build the Keystone XL pipeline in
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the permit because the pipeline crosses an international border and therefore falls under the
Department’s jurisdiction.34 The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires federal
agencies to conduct an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for major federal projects.35 This
process requires an analysis of major environmental impacts of the project as well as any
reasonable alternatives.36 The State Department has sixty days following the release of the EIS
to conduct a “national interest determination” analysis considering economic, environmental,
energy security and foreign policy issues.37
It is customary for an EIS to be outsourced to a private third party.38 The project builder
often has a say in selecting this third party.39 TransCanada chose Cardno Entrix, an
environmental contractor who has significant ties to the company and has worked with it on
many previous projects.40 Although NEPA allows outside contractors to conduct environmental
studies, it requires that these contractors “have no financial or other interest in the outcome of the
project.”41 Cardno Entrix performs other services for energy companies, including oil spill
response.42 The company has worked with TransCanada repeatedly.43 The ability of a company
with substantial ties to TransCanada and interest in this project to conduct a thorough and
impartial EIS has been called into question.44
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The EPA found fault with two versions of the draft EIS issued by Cardno Entrix.45 While
the EPA only serves as an advisory body during this process, the Agency can submit comments
on its evaluation of the environmental study.46 The EPA rated the draft EIS as inadequate47—the
lowest possible rating.48 The State Department amended this draft to address some of the
concerns raised by the EPA. However, the EPA found that this Supplemental EIS still failed to
address several major issues.49 The SEIS provided insufficient analysis of pipeline spill risks,
environmental justice concerns on neighboring communities, environmental and health impacts
of neighboring communities, lifecycle greenhouse gas, and other issues.50
In August 2011, the State Department released the Final EIS (FEIS). To the dismay of
many, the FEIS found that the Keystone XL project would cause “no significant impact” to the
environment.51 The NRDC, along with many other environmental groups, found the FEIS
severely flawed.52 The study did not consider an alternative route for the pipeline as repeatedly
requested by Congressman, landowners, scientists and environmental groups; nor did it
adequately consider the climate impacts of the project.53 The EPA has not yet issued a statement
on this FEIS.
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Moreover, documents obtained through a Freedom of Information Act request by the
Friends of the Earth reveal a possible conflict of interest between TransCanada’s lead lobbyist
and the State Department.54 Email correspondence between the State Department and
TransCanada staff show a possible bias towards approval, calling into question the supposed
impartial analysis of the project that the State Department is supposed to provide.55
IV.

Eminent Domain
Keystone XL will cross six U.S. states between Hardisty, Alberta and the Gulf Coast

ports – Montana, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas.56 The Kansas section
has already been built, and TransCanada has also begun the process of negotiating leases with
landowners whose property the pipeline will cross.57 While some owners readily agreed to lease
their land, those who don’t have already been threatened with eminent domain. States have
generally granted corporations building pipelines, roads, and other infrastructure and utility
projects the right to seize private property through the power of eminent domain.58 Because
pipeline projects often have only one feasible route, and alternatives may prove to be expensive,
corporations may need to enact the power of eminent domain for owners along the route who
will not negotiate for the lease or sale of land.59 Each state has its own laws on eminent domain
and can confer this power to companies building certain projects.60 The Texas Gulf Coast is the
final destination of Keystone XL, and the pipeline will cut across the state’s eastern half. Texas
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law provides that “[i]n the exercise of the power of eminent domain . . . a common carrier may
enter on and condemn the land, rights-of-way, easements, and property of any person or
corporation necessary for the construction, maintenance, or operation of the common carrier
pipeline”.61 The oil and gas industry is an important part of the Texan economy,62 as well as the
other states that the pipeline crosses. States stand to earn substantial revenue from property taxes
companies must pay on the land the pipeline crosses.63 Therefore, there is often little recourse
for a landowner who does not want to lease his land.64 A landowner can challenge the
designation of the company as a common carrier, gas utility, or gas corporation, but courts are
not likely to overturn this designation.65 Moreover, if a legislature has designated a corporation
as a common carrier, the courts do not have authority to alter that determination.66 Although
regulations vary, most states allow corporations building gas or oil pipelines to condemn land.67
Problems for landowners stem from the broad statutes granting almost any oil and gas company
this power.68
V.

Section 526 of the Energy Independence and Security Act
In 2007, President George Bush signed into law the Energy Independence and Security
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conventional fuels.70 This provision currently proscribes the U.S. Government from purchasing
tar sands oil.
The U.S. Government is the single largest consumer of energy in the country.71 The
Department of Defense (DOD) accounts for 93% of that energy use.72 The types of sources from
which it procures energy have an impact on how funding for research and infrastructure is
spent.73 There have been recent attempts in Congress to repeal Section 526.74 Doing so could
not only open the door for the rapid expansion of Canada’s tar sands, but would also stifle
important energy initiatives that this provision has enabled.75 Section 526 has facilitated the
DOD’s major investments into renewable energy innovation.76 The Navy and Air Force have
both pledged that 50% of their fuels will come from non-petroleum based sources by 2016 and
have launched major investments in advanced biofuels.77 Additionally, this provision sends a
signal to the private sector of where the federal government is headed: investment into renewable
energy, instead of expansion of fossil fuel use.78 This signaling provides security and incentive
for private investment.79 Keystone XL could compromise the security of investment in renewable
energy technologies.80 The DOD itself recently made statements advocating Section 526.81 The
DOD stated that repealing Section 526 would strengthen our dependence on fossil fuels, and this
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dependence “degrades our national security, negatively impacts our economy, and harms our
planet.”82
The U.S. is quickly lagging behind countries like China and India in energy innovation.83
Section 526 is an important provision that allows the government to move forward in renewable
energy innovation. Repeal of this provision would have a major impact on how the U.S.
procures its energy. If Keystone XL is approved, Congress could be pressured to repeal this
provision. Doing so would have a significant impact on our energy and emissions.84 Keystone
XL could lock the U.S. into dependence on tar sands oil.85
Conclusion
The Keystone XL pipeline has become a major topic of controversy because of its farreaching impact. Proponents of the pipeline refer to Canada is a friendly neighbor, claim that
imports of Canada’s tar sands are a welcome alternative to imports of Middle Eastern oil, and
assert that the project will create jobs.86 Opponents to the project point to adverse environmental
impacts and to health and equity impacts to neighboring communities. If the State Department
approves the project, it will send a signal to oil companies that the U.S. is open to tar sands
development. This decision would impact the energy future of the country by calling into
question our commitments to renewable energy innovation and our emissions reductions goals.
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